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Abstract Many image sharing websites, e.g. Flickr,
Google+, allow users to upload images as an event, and
users can browse the images others uploaded as events. The
fact that people usually browse only the first few images of
an event then decide whether the event is what they want
makes us believe that it is necessary to present those images
people favor on the very first position for each event. Here
we propose a new tag- based personalized image-ranking
algorithm in event browsing such that it gives image higher
score if it: a) is important in the event, b) matches user’s
preference. c) matches user’s query. To this end, we first
adopt a local matching model to assign images an original
score based on whether this image satisfies user’s query and
preference. We then propose a global ranking model to take
the local scores as initial values and make the salience scores
iteratively smooth with respect to all images returned from
the events of the query.

Keywords Tag-based image search · Personalized
ranking · Event browsing · Global ranking · Local matching

1 Introduction

In many image sharing websites, like Flickr, Google+, users
are allowed to upload images and group those images as
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events under same topics like ‘Christmas Party’, ‘Trip to
Tokyo’, etc. The uploader can specify a few sentences as
the description of the images, or tag the uploaded images
with tags to help when other users try to search for images
of a specific topic, viewers are also allowed to give com-
ments on those images, and these comments also represent
the images’ contents to some extent.

For image viewers, when they search events in a web-
site, they will receive a list of events whose images’ tags,
descriptions, or comments meet their query the best (Fig. 1).
When the viewers get such a list of events, however, they
won’t eventually browse through all the images in each
event, normally they only peek at the few images that are
displayed first in each event and then decide whether this
event is what they want to look further into. This observa-
tion gives us the idea that we shall present the images that
interest the viewer the most first in each event, so as to help
them to make an early decision on whether the images in
those events are what they really want.

Currently, all images in an event are ranked in a one-size-
fits-all style, i.e., all users receive the same ordered-list of
image of the same event, and usually this is ordered simply
by the capture time or upload time of the images.

However, such unified image ranking might well mis-
lead the users to overlook the originally relevant images
which they most desire to find, since different people almost
always hold different criteria as for the relevance of a same
image. Some relevant images may also be neglected if the
user decides the event to be irrelevant to their appetite only
by judging at the first few unluckily unappealing images.

Figure 1 illustrates our main scenario. The search engine
returns a list of events based on the user’s query, each event
contains a list of images, and those images are uploaded by
the same uploader and grouped under the same topic. Our
algorithm will take in the user query and preference profile,
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Fig. 1 Given the query, a search engine returns a list of events, each
event contains a list images, our algorithm tries to rank the images
within each event based on the knowledge of user’s query and prefer-
ence profile. Orange Lines: existing search engines’ function; Green
Lines: flow of user query and preference profile; Blue Lines: our
algorithm generates the personalized rankings of images within each
event

and generate personalized rankings on images within each
event, so those images that satisfies the following require-
ments are assigned higher scores and displayed first: a)
image is important in the event; b) image is relevant to the
user query; and c) image is relevant to the user preference
profile.

2 Related works

2.1 Personalized searching

Personalized search has long been studied in IR community,
with an ultimate goal to make search results adaptive to the
interests of a specific user [1, 2]. Existing work along this
line has mainly two focuses: how to represent the search
preferences of users in a feasible manner (i.e., personalized
profile) and how to re-rank the user-oriented pages at the
top of search results (i.e., personalized re-ranking). In the
following, we elaborate on these two issues.

2.1.1 Personalized profile

Previous studies mostly packaged personal preferences into
a user profile represented as a list of topical terms [3–5],
or further as a real-valued interest vector by imposing a
weighting scheme (e.g., TFIDF or BM25) on these terms
[6–9]. User profile has been constructed based on a great
variety of data sources, each of which reflects user inter-
ests more or less, such as browsing history [5, 9], web
directory [3, 7], and desktop file [3, 4, 7, 10]. Recently,
an emergent form of tagging service, social annotation, is
rapidly rising on the web 2.0, where people are encouraged
to adopt keyword-like annotations to tag, collect, organize
and share their favorite web pages online. Since social anno-
tations are created, selected and owned by users, they are

inherently endowed with meaningful personal information.
In fact, some work [6, 11, 12] has recently noticed this per-
sonal data and begun to explore it for personalized search.
We also exploit social annotations to open up a wide sky of
personalization clouds [29–31].

2.1.2 Personalized re-ranking

Prior research devoted to personalized search has heavily
been concerned with re-ranking the generic results returned
from search engines so that a current user could easily
find his wanted results at the vey top. In general, there are
broadly two genres of technical means to achieve this goal:
result adjustment and query expansion. The former primar-
ily pursuits a better page ranking algorithm with user query
unaltered all along; it is typically achieved by encoding per-
sonalization aspects into PageRank [13], including topic-
sensitive PageRank [8], topic-distributed PageRank [14] and
personalized PageRank vector [15]. The latter primarily
aims at substituting a better query for the original one issued
by users while page ranking algorithm remains unchanged
all the time; it is typically accomplished by appending per-
sonalized terms into original queries and making search
results focused on personal needs indirectly [3, 10]. Our
work is orthogonal to the above two means in that we rank
the photos of events adaptively carter to the users’ interests
with need to tamper with neither user queries nor resulting
events’ ranks.

2.2 Tag-based image searching

Despite all valuable efforts to explore large image databases
by visual similarity between a query image and the data
available, using textual keyword queries still remains a pow-
erful means to express the information need [16–20]. User
tags are used in image search as an option of relevance-
based ranking, [19] proposed a relevance-based ranking
scheme for social image search, aiming to automatically
rank images according to their relevance to the query tag. It
integrates both the visual consistency between images and
the semantic correlation between tags in a unified optimiza-
tion framework. In our algorithm, we expand the use of
image tags to the whole bunch of words related to the image,
i.e. the tags, descriptions, and comments. This makes our
model more robust, especially on those cases where tags are
incomplete.

2.3 Event based image browsing

Event based Image Browsing is already emerging in many
image sharing websites, e.g. Flickr [21] and Google+ [22],
in this scenario, given the query, the returned result is not a
just list of photos, but a list of events. Each event consists
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of several images, uploaded by the same uploader, under
the same topic. That those images within each event shares
the same topic gives us the idea of using a global ranking
model to smooth the salience scores generated by the local
matching model.

2.4 Personalized image recommendation

A personalized reinforcement-learning tool is proposed by
[23], which helps user to observe the searched images that
are desirable for him/her. Their tool gathers the images of
the search results and selects a sample. By interacting with
user and presenting samples, the personalized tool learns the
user’s preferences. Personalized image recommendations
like JustClick [24] enables this via exploratory search from
large-scale collections of manually annotated Flickr images.
They also integrate kernel principal component analysis and
hyperbolic visualization according to their nonlinear visual
similarities.

Our method differs from existing personalized image rec-
ommendation methods in that we rank the images within
each event generated from the query, while their methods
rank all the images generated from the query. That is to say,
they want to pick out the images that suit the query and
user profile the best, while our target is to pick out repre-
sentative images for each event to help users viewing and
understanding those events.

Another difference between our model and theirs is that
our global ranking model focuses more on the inter- connec-
tions between images within each event. Their algorithms
are similar in function to our local matching model, where
such relationships between images are completely ignored
when doing personalized ranking. In experiments we will
show that this connection enables our global ranking model
to pick out related images that don’t even have the query’s
or the profile’s words in its sentences, which proves that our
model is more robust to the variety qualities of the textual
information of images.

3 Personalized photo ranking

3.1 Problem description

There are several observations that lead us to our model:

– Images of the same event usually share the same topic.
– Usually images are presented with tags set by the-

uploader, or a few lines of description.

We are concerned with generating personalized image rank-
ings in the event. When the event is presented to the user,
those images that represents the event the most and suits the

user’s preference and query the most shall be ranked in the
front, so the users can just read a few of the first images to
decide whether images in this event is what he or she needs.

However, extracting such rankings is actually non-trivial:
In an event, there might be some images that only have a
small number of tags, descriptions or comments, not to men-
tion that we further impose a personalized expectation on
its selection. Thereby, an effective way is required to distin-
guish the minority of qualified sentences from the majority
of unqualified sentences.

Here in this paper, we extract for each image the tags,
descriptions, and comments, and combine them into a sen-
tence. Each image is then solely represented by this sen-
tence. We will not use other image features as criteria in
ranking. Ignoring the photo’s pixel-information might be a
little too harsh, but readers will see that our model is con-
venient when we want to add image features to it. The fact
that uploaders usually give correct descriptions and tags to
their images and that viewers usually give comments related
to the images’ topic has made our algorithm possible.

With above challenges in mind, we cast the generation of
personalized image rankings as a problem of sentence rank-
ing. We target to single out those images at the top, based
on how their sentences are relevant to the users’ needs, both
literally and semantically.

Our problem can be described as the following: Given a
list of r events

{
E(1), E(2), ..., E(r)

}
, event E(i) consists of

a list of n(i) images
{
I

(i)
1 , I

(i)
2 , ..., I

(i)
n(i)

}
, each image I

(i)
k

corresponds to a sentence s
(i)
k , which is a vector of words

extracted from the descriptions, tagging, comments of the
image. The user profile P and the user’s search keywords Q
is also a vector of words.

Technically, we want to assign scores to images in each
event E(i) such that images with higher scores has sentence
s
(i)
k that are more related to P and Q, and s

(i)
k shall somehow

represent how important I
(i)
k is in the event.

This score ought to be indicative of the fitness for an
image to serve as the query result and user’s preference pro-
file. Generally, the calculation of salience score for image’s
sentence has two earlier considered factors:

– Importance factor (IF). An image should be salient
enough in the event so that it could be representative of
the content of the whole list of images as an event.

– Relevance factor (RF). An image should also be rel-
evant to user query so that it could be indicative of
whether the image hits the corresponding query seman-
tically.

Obviously the above two factors are indispensable for
selecting an image. However, it is far from enough to deter-
mine the best image only considering these factors. That is
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because the above two factors treat all users without dis-
crimination. We hereby introduce a third factor for picking
up an image sentence.

– Personalization factor (PF). An image should further be
matched to user preferences so that it could best guide
the users to make a correct relevance judgment.

Since an image’s sentence normally consists of a very
few segments, we design a framework to combine the three
factors to determine which sentences are the best ones.
Specifically, the salience score of an image with sentence s
is formally measured by

S(s) = α · IF (s) + β · RF(s) + γ · PF(s) (1)

These coefficients are used to control the relative contri-
butions of the three factors for calculating S(s). Although
only a simple linear combination is adopted in this frame-
work, as analyzed in [25], it actually enables a lot of fast
approximate ranking algorithms and also complies with dis-
tributed computing architecture in the workflow of current
web search engines. Most importantly, as will be shown,
we can derive two consecutive models from this unified and
general framework to pick descriptive images for events in
personalized ranking.

3.2 Local matching model

As a first step, we target to take advantage of local clues to
select personalized photos in the given event. In intuition,
the photos’ sentences are good candidates if they contain
some of the terms that are present in both the user query and
user profile. Following the work of [26], we employ some
heuristic measures to evaluate the local presence of three
factors. First, importance factor is computed by

IF (s) = SW 2/T W (2)

Where SW denotes the number of significant words
within s while T W is the total number of words within s.
A word is significant in the event if its frequency T F(s)

surpasses a predefined threshold t ,

T F(s) > t =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

70.1 ∗ (25 − NS), if NS < 25

7, if NS ∈ [25, 40]
7 + 0.1 ∗ (NS − 40), if NS > 40

(3)

Where NS represents the total number of sentences of
photos in the event.

Second relevance factor is calculated by

RF(s) = T Q2/NQ (4)

Where T Q stands for the number of query terms within
s while NQ stands for the total number of terms within

the user query. Similar to Eqs. 2 and 4 here, we measure
personalization factor by

PF(s) = T P 2/NP (5)

Where T P specifies the number of profile terms within
s while NP specifies the total number of terms within the
user profile. At last, the three factors are fused into a single
score using Eq. 1.

3.3 Global matching model

In the local matching model, we pay a close attention to the
extent of local occurrence, i.e., how many significant words,
query terms and profile terms are present in an image’s sen-
tence. Nevertheless, such a model merely notes local clues
within a single image’s sentence, but loses sight of inter-
relationship between sentences of different images within
the event. In fact, all images’ sentences returned for a query
could be modeled to span a vector space. As such, their dis-
tribution actually follows two constraints [27, 28], which
can be directly inferred for images:

– Neighbor constraint. Nearby images (in capture time)
tend to share the same importance in consistent deci-
sion, since they are likely to be taken on the same
target.

– Structure constraint. Distant images (in capture time)
belonging to the same piece of smooth structure are
also likely to share the same importance in consistent
decision.

In the light of these two constraints, we propose a global
ranking model to elect qualified images by analytically
encapsulating local clues from the local model therein.

3.4 Algorithm

Follow previous assumptions, there are r events returned
from a search engine for a query Q and there are totally
l = ∑r

i=1 n(i) images with sentences {s1, s2, ..., sr} in these
r events. Each image’s sentence is represented as a float-
vector fixed with h dimension (h is the total number of
words occurs in the l sentences, each element of the float-
vector corresponds to the frequency of occurrence of the
corresponding word). The algorithm of global ranking is
described as below,

1. Build the underlying graph using the similarity matrix
W defined by W : Wij = d(si, sj ), if i �= j , and Wii =
0 otherwise.

2. Normalize W and obtain the matrix U = D−1/2WD1/2,
where D is a diagonal matrix with Di,i = ∑

j Wij .
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3. Iterate G(t + 1) = α · G(t) + β · RF + γ · PF until
convergence, where α + β + γ = 1 and are parameters
in (0, 1) and G(0) = IF .

Here, IF , RF and PF represent h-dimension vectors
that could be calculated using the local matching model in
the former section. The algorithm is divided into three steps.

Step1 calculates a symmetric similarity matrix W for all
pairs of returned sentences, Section 3.6 will introduce more
about d(si, sj ) and the construction of W.

In step 2, W is normalized into U in a symmetric man-
ner, which is necessary to guarantee the convergence of the
algorithm as will be proved soon in Section 3.5

Step 3 is the heart of the framework. An iteration pro-
cess is conducted, where a sentence gradually propagates
its score over the similarity graph. During this course, each
sentence continuously accumulates its global score from
its neighbors, and also retains its original local score. As
the iteration proceeds, each sentence aggregates more and
more information from one possibly having the same image
decision.

In the end, the salience scores of all sentences follow a
smooth distribution with respect to the underlying similarity
graph and take on a local and global consistency steadily.

In fact, neighbor constraint provides a guarantee of local
consistency since it makes the nearby sentences have an
identical salience decision as likely as possible. In consis-
tency initial scores for some of these contiguous sentences
have a good chance of being corrected during the itera-
tion of the global model. More significantly, the global
model can inherently discover many latent images. These
sentences might locate at the two ends of a smooth struc-
ture, where they are seemingly irrelevant in literal content
actually relevant in semantic meanings. With the effective
propagation in the global model, the scores of some sen-
tences would progressively spread to reach those remote
ones in the final stable state.

3.5 Convergence proof

In this section, we prove that the iterative algorithm in
Section 3.4 could theoretically converge to a stable
situation.

G(1) = αU · G(0) + βRF + γPF

G(2) = α · (αU · IF + βRF + γPF) + βRF + γPF

= (αU)2 · IF + (αU + I )(βRF + γPF)

G(3) = αU · G(2) + βRF + γPF

= (αU)3 · IF + (
(αU)2 + αU + I

)
(βRF + γPF)

...

G(t + 1) = αU · G(t) + βRF + γPF

= (αU)t+1 · IF

+((αU)t + ... + αU + I )(βRF + γPF) (6)

Where I is an identity matrix. Note that U is a stochas-
tic matrix and its eigenvalues fall in (−1, 1), the following
equation holds,

limt→∞(α · U)t+1 = 0 (7)

Now, we can infer that G(t) converges to a closed form G∗,

G∗ = (I − αU)−1(βRF + γPF) (8)

It can be concluded that the closed form of G is indepen-
dent of its initial value IF . But this does not mean that the
global model takes no account of importance factor in the
process of image scoring. To see why, we take a closer look
at its convergence property. Recall that the iterative equation
in Section 3.4 is

G(t + 1) = αU · G(t) + β · RF + γ · PF (9)

When RF = 0 and PF = 0, we have

G(t + 1) = αU · G(t) (10)

It is exactly an algebra eigen equation. This means that G

would strictly converge to the largest eigen vector of U . In
this sense, the importance of each sentence is characterized
by its corresponding element in the eigen vector.

It is important to understand that, the importance factor is
simply encoded by U in this way. In fact, we also note that
the similar technique has been adopted in [32] to perform
a task of multi-document text summarization. The success
they achieved is a strong support for our work. That is, the
best images’ sentences for one event are now collectively
elected with the voting of all resulting events returned from
the current user query.

At this point, the global ranking model is totally different
from the local matching model, for the latter only covers a
single image to make the election.

It should be further noted that Eq. 10 could only per-
form an unsupervised ranking upon all involved sentences.
There is no way to incorporate any further constraint during
this ranking course. From this perspective, our framework in
Eq. 9 essentially conducts a semi-supervised ranking for all
underlying sentences by taking RF and PF as their initial
values.

Furthermore, we could have two variants of Eq. 9, for
two special cases. In specific, when RF �= 0 and PF = 0,
we get

G(t + 1) = α · G(t) + βRF, (α + β = 1) (11)

The above equation could select for events the image with
textual information most matched with user query regard-
less of user preference. In this case, G would converge
to

G∗ = γ (I − αU)−1 · RF. (12)
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Similarly, when RF = 0 and PF �= 0, we obtain

G(t + 1) = α · G(t) + γPF, (α + γ = 1) (13)

The above equation could select for each events the images
most matched with user preference regardless of user query.
At this time, G would converge to

G∗ = γ (I − αU)−1 · RF (14)

3.6 Graph building

To implement our global ranking model, we need to build
the underlying graph by defining a similarity measure
between two photos’ sentences. Following [32], we first
adopt a popular metric, namely cosine distance for this pur-
pose. Given that two photo sentence si and sj , have been
represented as two TFIDF vectors and normalized in unit
length, the cosine similarity between them is defined by

d(si, sj ) =
∑

word

si(word) · sj (word) (15)

It is simply the dot product of si and sj . Cosine met-
ric is hereby calculated based on comparing their common
dimensions. In other words, if the two sentences agree on
no terms, their cosine distance must be 0. It would cause the
similarity matrix W to be sparse in many occasions. In fact,
the two sentences might be very similar if they are inclusive
of semantically relevant terms. In order to solve this prob-
lem, we adopt probabilistic latent semantic analysis [33] to
perform a topic modeling for all sentences, and each sen-
tence is represented with a probabilistic coefficient vector
over all topics.

Finally, the similarity of two sentences is measured based
on their coefficient vectors. In this way, we obtain a dense
similarity graph for building global models. More favorably,
both dense graph and latent similarity help to retrieve more
latent images in event browsing, since latent relevant images
are now connected in such a graph.

4 Experiments

In this section, we conduct an experimental evaluation to
demonstrate the performance of our proposed models.

In Section 4.1, we first build up a sky of personaliza-
tion clouds for users to determine their search interests.
Then, we develop a system of personalized image rank-
ing in Section 4.2 for the purpose of sentence annotation,
the annotation is mainly blind of the photo, but focus on
the text information (sentence), which concerns our model
more, and we perform an in-depth analysis of local match-
ing model and global ranking model by comparing their
performance on sentence ranking.

4.1 Personalized sky

The first thing we have to deal with is to provide a way to
simulate the user preferences, because that piece of data can
only fetch from real world systems and we have no access
to that.

Here we choose to explore social annotations for this end,
not only because social book-markings themselves are good
source of encoding personal information, but also because
they are open to the public and thus help us to obviate the
need to access private information of users.

In practice, privacy issue is long a hard nut to crack in the
area of personalized search, since many people are reluctant
to expose their private data, such as emails, search logs and
browsing history, even for research purpose.

We exploit social annotations crawled from Del.icio.us
[34], a popular social tagging service. In all, we obtain
1,736,268 web pages and 269,566 annotations. We further
select 9,826 annotators from this corpus with 65,080 distinct
tags and 90,300 pages, since they have the most annota-
tions than others. A straightforward method is to admit a
user to select an annotator by examining an annotator’s
book-markings so that they have similar tastes, favorites and
preferences. Unfortunately, such a simple minded approach
does not work in practice, because it is usually difficult for
a user to find an annotator so that the two persons happen
to match well in all interests, since an annotator often has a
range of interests.

To steer clear of such great inconvenience for users, we
decide to cluster social annotations into a set of groups, each
of which is concentrated on a coherent topic. We first use an
open source tool (CLUTO, [35]) to cluster the 90,300 web
pages into 300 groups, then pick out 88 groups with distinct
topics.

For each cluster, we plot its associate annotations as a tag
could with its most frequent 20 annotations. Finally all 88
clouds scatter in a personalization sky.

A user can select a cloud from this sky as his per-
sonal profile. He can also repeat the choice of a different
cloud to start his experience of personalized image service
again.

Figure 2 displays some personalization clouds for illus-
tration. We could see that each cloud has a cohesive topic,
such as database, music, food and physics, etc.

4.2 Performance evaluation

4.2.1 Data preparation

We asked several users to make manual annotation of sen-
tences. When doing annotation we keep the users blind of
the images to avoid situations where images have inade-
quate or improper text-information.
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Fig. 2 Personalization sky with a variety of personalization clouds. A
user could simply select a cloud as his search profile

Only with the annotated sentences, we could tune the
parameters of the local and global models, compare their
ranking performance and eventually apply the models in
real-world system, which is used to speed up human anno-
tation and reduce volunteers’ efforts. We design the process
of sentence annotation for a query as follow.

When a user triggers an annotation process, a pair of
<query, cloud> is generated by the user accordingly, i.e., a
user query and a cloud the user picked as his/her profile. It
should be realized that the annotation is actually oriented to
such a pair, other than a user query alone.

For each pair to be annotated, a total number of 10 result-
ing events are downloaded from Flickr [35] and returned to
the user.

For an event, each scoring model returns only its first 5
images with highest salience score. The image’s sentences
from all models are merged before returning to the user for
annotation. For the sake of fairness, for any image’s sen-
tence, the user is always kept blind to which model has
generated it. For each image’s sentence, the user is asked to
assign a relevance score. The score has three levels, namely
2, 1 and 0. No other scores are admitted during the course
of annotating a sentence.

For the sake of annotation, we make a referential criterion
for the volunteers about the relevance of a sentence.

– If the image’s sentence is relevant to both user query
and user profile, the score ought to be 2;

– If the image’s sentence is only relevant to either user
query or user profile, the score ought to be 1;

– Otherwise, the score ought to be 0, as the image’s sen-
tence is relevant to neither user query nor user profile.

When doing annotation, we tried to make the decision
according to our personal viewpoints. It might be the case
that two users with different profile clouds annotate a small
number of identical sentences for their respective query. We

specially extract such sentences from all annotated ones. It
turns out that different users have typically assigned them
with different relevance levels.

4.2.2 Comparison ranking accuracy

By the end of paper submission, we have successfully
collected a total number of 55 annotated queries, an esti-
mated number of 430 selected events with 4,343 images
(here those events that are irrelevant to the query or with
inadequate images are not aggregated).

Based on these images’ sentences, we investigate totally
four models of photo ranking for our task of personalized,
respectively Naive method (results returned by the Flickr
search engine and ranked by capture timestamp and the
user query), the local matching model (LocalM), the global
ranking model with the sentences represented in TFIDF
vectors (GR-VSM), and the global ranking model with the
sentences represented in pLSI vectors (GR-pLSI).

For naive model, we simply extract the images’ sen-
tences and then send them to users for annotation. The 3
other models are developed after preprocessing each result
page in following steps: 1) extracting textual content tag-
ging, descriptions, comments from photos in photo html
page body; 2) removing stop terms and common comment
words through a dictionary; 3) passing all terms through
a word stemmer; and 4) splitting textual content into sen-
tences. Besides, as for GR-VSM and GR-pLSI, we further
take a special measure to build their respective similarity
graph. In short, we only involve those images with sentences
whose IF scores (see Eq. 2 ) are above an expected threshold
in the similarity matrix, since other images are barely quali-
fied without a significant term in their sentences. With such
a pruning scheme, the scale of similarity matrix is reduced
greatly and the convergence rate of score propagation is
increased greatly.

Reader can get a comprehensive example of the compar-
ison between the three ranking methods in Fig. 3.

We evaluate the ranking performance of different mod-
els with a popular metric, namely Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain (NDCG). NDCG is a retrieval measure
devised specifically for the evaluation of ranking perfor-
mance [17]. It is suited to our task of sentence ranking,
where it rewards relevant sentences that are top-ranked more
heavily than those ranked lower. Specifically, for a given
query q, the ranked sentences are examined in a top-down
order, and NDCG is given by

Nq = Mq

K∑

j=1

2r(j) − 1

log(1 + j)
(16)

Where Mq is a normalization constant to ensure a per-
fect ordering to have an NDCG value of 1; and each r(j) an
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Fig. 3 Ranking example, with
the user specified keyword
‘restaurant’, and profile
represented by a cluster of
words under the topic ‘food’,
The first line is the original
ranking (rank by upload time),
the second line is the 4 images
with the highest ranking score
by LocalM, the third line is the 4
images with the highest ranking
score by GlobalM, we can see
that in GlobalM, the second
image is given a higher score,
even though it does not have a
high score in the LocalM line

integer-valued relevance label (i.e., 2, 1, or 0 in our work)
of the sentence ranked at the position j.

In our experiments, we calculate for each model the final
NDCG accuracy averaged over all 55 queries and for each
query further averaged over all first 10 events (remember,
our concern is never the ranking of the events, but the rank-
ings of the images within each event). We are especially
interested in NDCG accuracy at the first 4 positions, since
the snap view of an event is seldom composed of more than
4 photos (typically 2 or 3 ones) (Table 1).

The comparison results of four models are reported in
Fig. 4. We can find that:

1. LocalM is significantly better than Naive in NDCG at
all positions. The minimal increase is achieved by up
to 17.7 % for NDCG@2 while the maximal increase
is even up to 49.0 % at NDCG@4. On the average,
LocalM relatively improve NDCG by 36.8 %. It verifies
that the users prefer personalized rankings for their rel-
evance judgment in web search, and the local matching
model could really retrieve many sentences by checking
the presence of 3 personalization factors.

2. The global ranking model further performs much better
than the local matching model. Comparing to LocalM,
NDCG of GR-VSM is increased by 8.4 % averagely
and that of GR-pLSI is increased by 10.4 % averagely.
Overall, the average improvement is 9.4 %. It benefits

Table 1 NDCG scores of different models

Model NDCG@1 NDCG@2 NDCG@3 NDCG@4

Naive 0.6132 0.5511 0.5143 0.4844

LocalM 0.7221 0.7322 0.7543 0.7613

GR-VSM 0.7755 0.8026 0.8110 0.8237

GR-pLSI 0.7792 0.8113 0.8323 0.8544

from the fact that the two global models conduct an
iterative propagation of salience scores among all input
sentences. With this, those good candidates of photo
sentences are distributed smoothly upon the underlying
graph and their salience scores manifest both a local and
global consistency. With such consistency, false posi-
tives (i.e., the proper sentences) and false negatives (i.e.,
the improper ones) are drastically reduced at the same
time.

3. GR-pLSI further beats GR-VSM in terms of NDCG
averagely with a relative increase by 1.9 %. It is fully
owing to the fact that GR-pLSI could find many more
latent photo’s text materials than GR-VSM. To see this,
we make a finer-grain statistical analysis on the distri-
bution of annotated sentences with the result reported in
Table 2

In Table 2, we divide all human-tagged sentences (sum-
mative information about the images, i.e. tagging and
description of the uploader) into four groups: the sentences
containing both cloud term and query term (shortly referred
to as Both), ones containing either could term (Cloud) or
query term (Query), and ones containing neither cloud term
nor query term (Non). We further care about how many

Fig. 4 NDCG comparison of 4 models for sentence ranking. This
figure is a visualization of the data in Table 1
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Table 2 The distribution of annotated sentences

Overall 0 1 2

Both 0.0124 0.0263 0.3538

Cloud 0.0046 0.1459 0.012

Query 0.0121 0.3139 0.0502

Non 0.0542 0.0126 0.002

sentences are respectively annotated as 0, 1, and 2 in each
group.

From Table 2, we can conclude that:

1. As a whole, the four models retrieve the Both sen-
tences the most, accounted for up to 39.25 %. It is
not surprised, since Both sentences surely embody the
most amount of personalization evidences. It is also
observed that a considerable number of Both sentences
are originated by LocalM model, where these sentences
could obtain a relatively higher score by satisfying both
relevance factor and personalization factor.

2. On the whole, the sentences annotated with level 2
account up to by 41.80 %. Only a very small per-
centage comes from Origin. In fact, most of Original
photo rankings are only judged as level 1. In addition,
there are practically a very small number of sentences
are annotated as 0. Just for this reason, we have no
need to investigate the retrieval accuracy of 4 models
on Mean Average Precision (MAP), another popular
ranking measure in IR domain.

3. It is important that latent image’s sentence account for
as much as 6.24 % in Level 2 sentences. The latent
texts include Cloud, Query and Non sentences. Note
that Non sentences tagged with Level 2 only account
for 0.20 %. That is, most of latent photos’ text con-
tain at least one query term or at least one cloud
term.

4. It is found that a great majority of latent sentences
are generated from the two global models, namely
GR-VSM and GR-pLSI. Further, GR-pLSI retrieves
many more such sentences than GR-VSM. Specifically,
the ratio of latent sentences is 17.21 % in GR-pLSI,
but only 11.77 % in GR-VSM. It attributes from the
fact that GR-pLSI further considers latent semantics
in similarity evaluation of two sentences quite unlike
GR-VSM.

4.3 Efficiency analysis

As a practical system, we need to consider the efficiency
issue of our algorithm. In fact, we have considered two
main points in realizing a fast service of personalized image

ranking. One is convergence rate of the two global ranking
models and the other is download speed of search results
where there are a lot of photos.

We find that GR-VSM achieves a rapid convergence,
mainly due to the fact that it is based on a sparse similar-
ity graph. Motivated by this, we perform a pruning on the
similarity matrix of GR- pLSI. Recall that there is a dense
matrix in GR-pLSI. We throw away 30 % of small elements
at each row (i.e., column) on this matrix, since a majority of
elements with smaller weights tend to be noise. The ratio of
30 % is carefully tuned with a proper tradeoff between the
efficiency and the effectiveness by repeating the trials.

Finally, on an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU 2.20GHz
class machine with 2.0 GB RAM, with 2M network band-
width, our algorithm totally takes about 0.7 s to answer an
offline query and 40 s to answer an online query. As seen,
the great majority of response time is taken to download
search results (photo events with a lot of photos). We can
see 0.7 s convergence is quite fast compared to the down-
load speed, and usually it takes less than 7 iterations before
convergence.

4.4 User study

Lastly, we conduct an exploratory user study to verify the
promise of personalized image ranking in image browsing.
For that, we build a questionnaire with the experiment data
and encourage users/colleagues to take active part in our
survey. On the whole, most users realize and agree that
personalized image ranking is a useful service for them to
understand the contents of the events more quickly, and they
would also like to see that the existing image sharing web-
sites, such as Flickr [21] and Google+ [22], could provide
such an add-on feature for them.

5 Discussion

In this section, we would like to discuss some special points
about our proposed models for personalized image ranking
in event browsing and the practical system implementation
with a better personalization service.

Take a closer look at our global ranking framework in
Eq. 9. It could be argued that such a framework actually
encapsulates three progressive ranking models for select an
event’s images. The three-level models could be specified as

– G(t + 1) = U · G(t)

– G(t + 1) = αU · G(t) + βRF, (α + β = 1)

– G(t +1) = αU ·G(t)+βRF +γPF, (α +β +γ = 1)

The first model could be used to locate those images that
are good summary to the content of the event. The second
model could be used to find those images whose sentences
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are better than the ones from the existing search services.
The final model can be used to determine the best images as
done in our work.

For simplicity, both the query issued by users and the
ranks of events from search engines remains unchanged
exactly. But in fact, we could have a more thorough person-
alization service for users. In specific, we could conduct a
personalization re-ranking ranging from query level, image
level to event level.

Our global ranking model could elegantly be fit for all
three levels just using the same formulation. To do this, we
could first build the respective G, RF and PF at a level, and
then perform similarity score propagation at the correspond-
ing level according to Eq. 9. We remain this work in the
future.

6 Conclusion

Considering the fact that one hundred persons has one
hundred information needs and images usually contains a
variety of topical aspects explicitly or implicitly, in this
work, we initiate an idea of generating personalized image
ranking in event browsing.

For this goal, we propose a unified framework to deter-
mine the most proper image as the personalized representa-
tion of the event. The basic idea is that an image’s textual
information (sentence) is qualified with a considerable rel-
evance to not only user query but also user profile. Under
this framework, we develop two consecutive models to per-
form a sentence ranking for the task of personalized image
ranking, one is the local matching model and the other is the
global ranking model.

The local model takes the local presence of personal-
ization terms as explicit clues and targets to select a very
few salient images to constitute a resulting rank. The global
model encapsulates the outputs of the local model as its ini-
tial values and makes salience scores consistently smooth
with respect to all images’ sentences in events returned for
a query.

It is important to emphasize that our global ranking
model could pick out many latent images even though they
contain no keywords literally occurring in user query or user
profile.

For evaluation, we build a sky of personalization clouds
for users to determine their interests and implement a
prototype system of personalized image for evaluation.
Experimental evaluation indicates the effectiveness of our
proposed models for spotting relevant images and also
shows the advantages of the global model over the local
model, these evidently demonstrate the prospect of person-
alized image ranking in real-world image event browsing
applications.
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